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37.1 Game Setting

We will look at the game rules and settings.

• Two groups of agents, say Students (S) and Colleges (C)

• For now we assume that there is one-one correspondence between the two groups.

• Students have a strict ordering �s over C ∪ {φ} i.e. a strict preference list of colleges they want to get
into. The φ represents an agent being unmatched.

– If c �s c
′ then s prefers c over c′

– If φ �s c then s prefers not going to college over c

• Colleges have a similar ordering �c over S ∪ {φ}

Note : In order to simultaneously accommodate the one-one correspondence rule and null choice, we would
need to pad the φ so that their is one φ for each student and one for each college.

Matching is a function µ : SUC− > SUC ∪ {φ} where:

1. µ(s) ∈ C ∪ {φ} where s ∈ S

2. µ(c) ∈ S ∪ {φ} where c ∈ C

3. µ(s) = c ⇐⇒ µ(c) = s where s ∈ S ∧ c ∈ C

A matching µ is stable if it is NOT :

• Blocked by an individual i.e. there does not exist s such that φ �s µ(s)

• Blocked by a college, i.e., there does not exist c such that φ �c µ(c)

• Blocked by a pair i.e. there does not exist s, c such that c �s µ(s) and s �c µ(c)

37.2 Gale Shapley Algorithm

Stable matching always exist (int the above game setting).
Algorithm : See 4820 Textbook

Theorem 37.1 Gale Shapley Algorithm terminates in a stable matching in O(n2) time where n is the size
of the 2 sets.

Corollary 37.2 ∃ a stable matching.
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37.3 Rankings

We define Rs(c) = |{c′ : c′ �s c}|
We define Rs(µ) = 1

|S−S′|
∑

s∈S−S′ Rs(µ(s)) where S′ is the set of unmatched students

Note : We made the assumption that being matched to φ yields no ranking.

For all s ∈ S, let l(s) denote the lowest ranked partner of student s in any stable matching.
For all s ∈ S, let h(s) denote the highest ranked partner of student s in any stable matching.
For all c ∈ C, let l(c) denote the lowest ranked partner of college c in any stable matching. For all c ∈ C,
let h(c) denote the highest ranked partner of college c in any stable matching. CPDA (College proposes)
results in the following :

• every s ∈ S gets its l(s)

• every c ∈ C gets its h(c)

Similarly SPDA (Student proposes) results in the following :

• every s ∈ S gets its h(s)

• every c ∈ C gets its l(c)

This has the following consequences :

• Safe from coalition-deviations (solution is said to be in the core). In CPDA, all colleges get the highest
possible stable partners, thus they have no incentive to collate and deviate. Similarly in SPDA, students
do not have any such incentive.

• The set S′ and C ′ are the same in all stable matchings

• The mechanism is not strategy proof.

37.4 Recent Findings

37.4.1 Pittel

Consider uniformly random preference lists and |S| = |C| = n, then

Rc(µCPDA) = O(log(n)) with high probability

Rs(µCPDA) = O(
n

log(n)
) with high probability

37.4.2 Ashlagi et al.

What happens when |C| 6= |S|?
Consider uniformly random preference lists, then

P (∃ multiple stable matchings)↘ 0 as n→∞
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